CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS

You are currently freely connected to the website: www.ring-team.org (hereinafter designated the « Site »)
Conception & management of the Site: RING.
The purpose of the Site is to present the activities of RING and its partners in the field of Integrative Numerical Geology.
The Site is subject to periodic updates.
The use of the Site is subject to the conditions presented herein and comes under French law.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The general structure, texts, images, sounds, graphic designs, downloadable materials, databases, and any other element composing the Site are the exclusive property of RING, unless otherwise specified. The whole Site is subject to the French and International legislation regarding copyrights and intellectual property. Names, trademarks and companies mentioned on the Site are the property of their relative depositors. Any use or reproduction, full or partial of the Site, its composing elements and/or featured information, by any means whatsoever, without the authorization of the rights holder of these elements will be prosecuted either on the basis of a counterclaim on infringement, or an action in unfair competition.

HYPERLINKS

RING authorizes any website to establish a link to its Home Page address www.ring-team.org, subject to the applicable legislation in force.
RING can propose on the Site links towards other websites. You can access them freely however once you have done this, you will leave the scope of the present general terms & conditions. RING will not be held accountable in reference to the contents and to these websites operations.

MALFUNCTION

RING will not be held accountable in case of malfunction or damages caused to the computer system of the visitor.

INFORMATION ON COOKIES

Please note that a “cookie” may automatically appear on the browsing software of the visitor during the visit of the Site. A «cookie» is a data record that does not allow the identification of the user but that is used to record information related to their browsing. Please note that any internet user can oppose the setup of «cookies» by deactivating this option in their browser settings.

PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA

Description of the data processing
As an academic research group, RING collect personal data for its website and to promote science and its researchers’ work and scientific advances. For more information about RING project, please refer to RING website: https://www.ring-team.org/

The data collected is indispensable for
- the promotion of science and research
- the sharing of scientific advances with RING’s sponsors and colleagues, as well as students and the scientific community
- the organization of the annual RING meeting: https://2021ringmeeting.event.univ-lorraine.fr/

The legal basis of this processing is the performance of a task carried out in the public interests (article 6 1. e of the Règlement Général sur la Protection des Données N°2016/679).
Data will be used by RING. Data may be stored for a duration that does not exceed the necessary duration for which they have been collected or are treated, according to the applicable laws. For this reason, RING keeps personal data for the duration of people’s activities within RING or for as long as they wish to appear on the “Alumni & Friends” page of RING website. The participation to the research project and to the above activities is based on a voluntary participation.

**Purpose of data processing**
Data is used to share scientific and teaching material within the RING team, with its sponsors, colleagues, as well as the students and the scientific community.

**Legal basis**
The legal basis is the performance of a task carried out in the public interests.

**Category of processed data**
- Name and surname
- Photography
- Personal email and phone if given
- Scientific work & research

**Origin of data**
Personal data is given by the person or is public information & material.

**Concerned person**
Please Refer to the following section and pages: [https://www.ring-team.org/home/about](https://www.ring-team.org/home/about)

**Data recipients (including outside RING)**
The data recipients are : Public
Data is processed by : RING

**Processing of data outside the EU**
Public website

**Duration of data storage**
The personal information are stored for the duration of people’s activities within RING or for as long as they wish to appear on the “Alumni & Friends” page of RING website.

**Security**
RING is implementing technical and organizational security to ensure the security of personal data.

**Your rights regarding your personal data**
According to the legal provisions of the Règlement général sur la protection des données N°2016/679 (RGPD) and the law N°78-17 on « Informatique et Libertés », you have a right of access, rectification, opposition, erasure, limitation and portability of your personal data. To exercise this right, you can contact : georessources-ring-secretary@univ-lorraine.fr
For more information about your rights and the data protection or for any complaint, you can consult the Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL) website at this address: www.cnil.fr